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SOME THEOREMS OF BLOCH TYPE
P. S. CHIANG AND A. J. MACINTYRE

Very little is known about the constants in annular forms of Bloch's
theorem
[l], [S]. It seems interesting
to extend the argument
of
Littlewood [4] connecting a Bloch type theorem with that of Landau
and to use the numerical estimates due to Jenkins [3]. Of course we
get only a weak form concerning values taken by a function and no
information
about an individual sheet of its Riemann surface. We
quote Jenkins' form of Landau's theorem [3].
Let g(z) =a0+ai2+
• • • be regular and never take the values 0 or 1 in

\z\ <1. Then \ai\ ^2|a0|

{| log|a0||+5.94}.

Using Littlewood's argu-

ment we then have

Theorem
1. Let fiz)=z+a2z2+
■ ■ ■ be regular in \z\ <1. Then
fiz) takes all values on \w\ =r or all values on \w\ =2r if r< 1/35.64.
Theorem
2. Let fiz)=z+a2z2+
■ ■ ■ be regular in \z\ <1. Then
fiz) takes all values in r^\w\
^2r or all values in 4r^|w|
^8r if

r<l/118.8.
Theorem

3. Let fiz) =z+a2z2+

and A2 be the disjoint

circular

■ ■ ■ be regular in \z\ <1 and let Ai

domains

\ w—ai\

^Ri

and \w—a2\

^2?a.

Then fiz) takes all values in Ai or in A2if
(i) \ai\+Ri^\a2-ai\-Ri-R2,

(ii) |a2-o:i|+Pi+P2<l/11.88.
To prove Theorem

1 we suppose

that there were missing values reia

and 2rei9. Then
giz) = (/(z)

-

reia)/i2reiB

— reia) = aa + axz +

Now | g(0) | s£ 1 and we infer from Jenkins'

| g'(0) |=1/|

result that

2rei»- re* | ^ 2 | a0 \ (| log | a01| + 5.94) g 11.88.

It follows that l/3rg 11.88 and that r^ 1/35.64.
To prove Theorem

2 we suppose

that fiz) has missing values rie'a

and r2eiBwith r g ri g 2r and 4r g r2 ^ 8r.
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With
«(*) = (/(2)

we again have

-

rieia)/(r2e^

-

r,e'")

| g(0) | ^ 1 and hence

l/10r ^ 1/| r2e# - rieia\ ^ 11.88.
To prove Theorem 3, suppose
Ai and A2 respectively.

there are missing values Wi and w2 in

With
.?(z) = (/(z) - wi)/(w2

condition

(i) ensures that

- wi),

| g(0) | ^1 and hence

Max

| w2 - wx\ ^ 1/11.88.

We should note that Hayman [2] has obtained the best possible
constant (1/4) in Littlewood's Theorem. That is Hayman shows that
/(z)=z+a222+
• • • takes all values on |s| —r for some value of

r>l/4.
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